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Step 1: Clarify and define the problem  

Step 2: Set a realistic, achievable goal 

Step 3: Brainstorm multiple solutions 
Step 4: Compare solutions: Evaluate the pros and cons 

Solutions Pros Cons 

Step 5: Choose the preferred solution 

Step 6: Make an action plan to implement the solution 

Step 7: Evaluate the outcome 

Problem: 

Goal: 

Solution: 

Action steps: 

   Very Bad  Great 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
Satisfaction with effort: 

Impact on mood: 

Key learnings: 
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	Problem: I don't know how to open up to people when I'm struggling, due to trust issues.
	Goal: I will talk to my brother about my current feelings this week.
	SolutionsRow1: Catch him in the late afternoon/early evening at home.
	ProsRow1: example
	ConsRow1: example
	SolutionsRow2: Write it down in a letter.
	ProsRow2: example
	ConsRow2: example
	SolutionsRow3: Write down a rough draft of ideas on my own. "I feel..."
	ProsRow3: Express self on own first. Reflection time. Easing in, time to prepare.
	ConsRow3: Discomfort due to vulnerability. Someone could find note.
	SolutionsRow4: Plan a list of places and times when I could have the conversation.
	ProsRow4: example
	ConsRow4: example
	SolutionsRow5: Ask brother if he'd be willing to talk and when would work for him.
	ProsRow5: Convenient for brother. Easing in. Time to prepare. Help bond and support.
	ConsRow5: Willingness to share. Taking a risk (could be denied).
	Solution: Within the next week: Ask my brother if he'd be willing to talk (and when), and then write down draft of feelings in advance of conversation.
	Action steps: 1. Talk to brother tomorrow and find out work schedule.2. Identify availability and when brother is willing/able to talk.3. Find a quiet time (15 minutes) to reflect on thoughts/feelings - before bed.4. Bring notebook to quiet place day before conversation and journal/draft for 10 minutes. 
	Satisfaction: Felt good to complete part of the task (scheduling a time and journaling my feelings).
	Mood: Felt a little less worried and anxious. A little happy that my brother said he'd be willing to talk.
	Learnings: It helps to plan a specific time, because then I stick to my goal.
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